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Electrician
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Company: Six Senses Shaharut

Location: Israel

Category: other-general

Scope of Work

: As Electrician, I fully comprehend the vision of Six Senses to help people reconnect with

themselves, others and the world around them, plus our values of local sensitivity and global

sensibility, crafted experiences, emotional hospitality, responsible and caring, fun and

quirky and pioneering wellness. By embracing the Six Senses vision and values, I will

deliver an exceptional experience for guests. 

My duties and responsibilities will include: 

-Execute plans of electrical wiring for well-functioning lighting, intercom and other electrical

systems. 

-Install electrical apparatus, fixtures and equipment for alarm and other systems. 

-Install safety and distribution components (e.g. switches, resistors, circuit-breaker panels etc.) 

-Connect wiring in electrical circuits and networks ensuring compatibility of components. 

-Prepare and assembles conduits and connects wiring through them. 

-Prevent breakdown of systems by routinely inspecting and replacing old wiring and insulated
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cables, cleaning circuits etc. 

-Perform effective troubleshooting to identify hazards or malfunctions and repair or substitute

damaged units. 

-Install safety and distribution components. 

-Keep record of assignments and produces detailed work reports. 

-Maintain working area and makes sure that all working areas remain clean at all times. 

-Remain well-mannered and well-groomed as per department and company standards at all

times. 

-Follow health and safety standards and strive for constant improvement to avoid health

and injury hazards. 

-Perform any additional tasks given to me by supervisor/management. Qualification :  To

execute the position of Electrician, I have the required qualifications, technical skills and

experience in a similar or greater role in luxury hotels with proven results. I possess a

minimum Secondary School completion and/or a valid license to practice profession and

minimum of one-year experience in similar role. 

Technical skills include�the ability to analyze and design projects and maintaining full

knowledge of electrical drawings, installing machines, wiring, electrical equipment and

blueprints. Demonstrable ability to use electrical and hand tools (e.g. wire strippers, voltmeter,

etc.). I have thorough knowledge of safety procedures and legal regulations and guidelines as

well as confident with numerical scales in geometric shapes, patterns and ability to

interpret them correctly. 

I have an excellent command of written and spoken English and Hebrew.

The above is intended to provide an overview of the role and responsibilities for an Electrician



at Six Senses Shaharut. It is not and does not infer that the above is an inclusive and/or

exhaustive list of the duties and responsibilities inherent in the position.

Six Senses Shaharut is an equal opportunity employer. This policy applies to all terms and

conditions of employment. Accommodation Provided :  Yes Benefit : Meals, transportation,

uniform, use of resort facilities.
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